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PREFACE

Ever since our first report, in 1992, we have continued to study the fairness
of the trade policies and measures of Japan’s major trading partners. We have
attempted to evaluate them from an objective, neutral position. Our criteria for
evaluation have been conformity with the GATT rules (and with the WTO rules
after the establishment of that organization) and other internationally agreed-on
rules. Through this work we have given a clear definition to words like “fair”
and “unfair”, which have often been used as emotional and ill-defined criticisms
of the trade policies and measures of other countries. We have thus used an ap-
proach of dispassionate and objective analysis of institutional friction in the tra-
de policies and measures of different countries. We will make every effort to
maintain this basic perspective in the years to come.

What Are “Fair” Trade Policies and Measures?

One often hears the criticism that the trade policies and measures of a cer-
tain country are “unfair”. But what does this mean? It is no easy task to set up
objective standards with which to judge what is “fair” and “unfair”. The stan-
dards for judgement seem to differ according to the context and to the commen-
tator.

On the one hand are the emotional arguments that declare, for instance,
“Japan is an unfair trader!” On the other are academic papers that will argue
things like, “Antidumping and countervailing duties are measures taken against
“unfair” actions such as dumping and subsidy payments, while safeguards are an
attempt to restrict “fair” trade, so care must be taken against the abuse of the
latter”. There is, however, no theoretical rationale for calling export sales below
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ordinary prices or payment of subsidies to specific industries “unfair” other than
the intuitive if vague reasoning that such practices “distort trade”. Nor do the
international agreements necessarily support such conclusions. Dumping, for ex-
ample, is only condemned by the GATT when it causes material injury to do-
mestic industry (Article VI of the GATT), while subsidies are allowed if certain
conditions are met (Article III:8(b) of the GATT). These measures are not neces-
sarily all “unfair”.

There is also a completely different set of arguments regarding the fairness
and unfairness of trade. Some NGOs advocate buying “fair trade coffee”, by
which they mean coffee that has not been produced by exploiting workers in the
developing world. This is in a completely different dimension from the usual
idea of “fairness” as it relates to trade policies and measures.

The usage of these terms is confusing. Our report from the very beginning
has consistently advocated the idea of analyzing measures according to “rule-
based criteria” as a means of determining the fairness of trade policies and
measures.

What are “Rule-Based Criteria”?

The “rule-based criteria” used in this report are based on existing interna-
tional agreements. Following the rules is an essential part of handling matters
fairly. Indeed, the first definition that the Oxford English Dictionary provides for
“fair” is “in accordance with the rules”.

The first and most important set of rules used in this report can be found in
the Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization (WTO
Agreement), which provides the most comprehensive international framework
for international trade. It goes beyond the scope of its predecessor (GATT, which
covered only trade in goods) to provide rules for new areas such as trade in
services and protection of intellectual property rights. The second set of rules we
employ can be found in other major international agreements and in the basic
principles of international law. These disciplines are considered supplements to
the WTO Agreement that deal with areas not directly covered by it.

Examples of these other rules and principles of international law include
multilateral agreements that stipulate rights and obligations in specific fields
such as the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property; bilateral
agreements governing bilateral economic and trade issues such as the Treaty of
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Friendship, Commerce and Navigation between Japan and the United States; and
international custom in the form of unwritten law. The general principles of in-
ternational law may not be codified in treaties, but they nevertheless constitute
rules to which all countries, including Japan, have committed to observe.

In this report, we use the rules and mechanisms currently agreed upon as
our yardstick. Where no established international discipline exists, we take the
position that a discipline will need to be established before judgement can be
made.

Significance of “Rule-Based Criteria”

Three points must be kept in mind when considering the significance of the
criteria applied. First, issues of fairness in market competition should not be fo-
cused on the results of competition, but on the rules under which competition
takes place. As long as fair competition takes place under agreed-upon rules,
challenging the fairness of individual results is not only misguided; it is also
violation of the obligations to uphold the agreed-upon rules. When complaints
about results arise, the rational response is to ensure fairness by creating a medi-
um to examine whether the rules have been designed to achieve the basic objec-
tive of international trade. It is important that we not depart from rules to focus
on individual cases from the misguided standpoint of results.

Second, when countries reach agreement in international negotiations and
commit to the fulfilment of mutual obligations, they should cite and seek reme-
dies for the breach of those obligations. Such an approach is both justified and
necessary to secure the effectiveness of agreements.

Third, an effective means of avoiding needless misunderstandings and
emotionalism over trade concerns as well as of preventing trade friction from
becoming a political issue is to judge objectively whether criticism and com-
plaints about a country’s trade policies and practices in fact have any basis under
internationally agreed-upon rules. The WTO dispute settlement system was
designed for this very purpose. If, for example, the United States invokes re-
taliatory measures under Section 301 of its Trade Act unilaterally by condemn-
ing a foreign country’s measure as a violation of the WTO Agreement without
going through the WTO dispute settlement procedures, it would itself be in vio-
lation of the WTO Agreement; such an action cannot be accepted. One of the
purposes of this report, which seeks to examine trade policies and practices in
terms of rule-based criteria of fairness, is to provide a means by which some-
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thing productive can come of trade friction.

PROBLEMS WITH
“RESULTS-BASED CRITERIA”

As noted at the outset, most discussions of the fairness of trade policies
tend to be emotional and may not be based on any specific conceptual frame-
work. There is, however, one very problematic approach that attempts to define
fairness according to “results-based criteria”: Results-based criteria allow a
country to brand as “unfair” or “unreasonable” the trade policies or measures of
another country. A country that takes this approach may regard the trade policies
and measures of trading partners as “unfair” if there is a large trade imbalance or
if exports to that trading partner fall short of expectations. There are many
problems associated with this approach.

Lack of Objectivity

The first problem with result-based criteria is its inherent lack of objectivity.
The criteria by which the policies of trading partners are reviewed are adopted
unilaterally and are not based on internationally agreed-upon rules. Therefore,
criticisms that are based on these unilaterally set criteria and that are used to
brand a trading partner as “unfair” lack objectivity. Behind the unilateral meas-
ures is the belief that a country is justified in making unilateral judgements when
applicable international principles either do not exist or are ineffectively admin-
istered. However, as a framework for the dispassionate and constructive han-
dling of trade friction, this approach offers little stability; this report does not
support it.

  

Lack of Causal Relationship

Second, results-based criteria are an integral part of a “results-oriented” ap-
proach toward trade. This approach contains a basic flaw: when trade has pro-
duced an undesirable result, a country will perceive a specific policy or measure
of its trading partner as having brought about that result, and therefore judge it
as “unfair”, even when no causal relationship has been established between the
policy and the result. To a large extent, this “results-oriented” approach comes
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from a tendency to see a direct link between current-account or trade imbalances
and inadequate market access. However, it has been theoretically established
that no direct relationship exists between macro trade imbalances and micro is-
sues in trade policies and measures.

Danger of “Managed Trade”

Finally, it is important to point out that a “results-oriented” approach can
easily evolve into “managed trade”. There are cases in which countries dissatis-
fied with the results of trade then adopt policies that instruct their trading part-
ners to achieve specific results in terms of market share or import value for cer-
tain foreign products (numerical targets). Such arguments have been developed
into a “balance of benefits” theory, a term that was noted in the chairman’s
summary attached to the 1986 Punta Del Este Declaration that launched the
Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations.

What these demands ultimately seek is “equivalency of results” rather than
“equal opportunities”. This approach has the danger of hindering many excellent
functions of competition, the engine of a market economy. It represents an aban-
donment of market economics and an abrogation of the basic principles of the
WTO Agreement and its effort to develop the world economy according to mar-
ket disciplines.

ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVES
THAT SUPPLEMENT “RULE-BASED CRITERIA”

The basic position of this report favours “rule-based criteria”, which impli-
es that legal analysis necessarily becomes dominant. As a supplement to this ap-
proach, we have since the first edition of the report included a brief analysis on
the “economic implications” of the rules and measures discussed. There are
three basic reasons for doing this.

The first reason is that trade policies and measures that depart from inter-
national trade rules and dispute settlement mechanisms that have been agreed
upon in negotiations not only are infractions of the rules, but also generally have
negative economic implications. They reduce the predictability and transparency
of international trade and distort the international flow of goods and services,
thereby exerting a substantially detrimental influence on the economic welfare
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of Member countries. Keeping these economic effects in sight should assist the
better understanding of the importance of international trading rules and dispute-
settlement mechanisms.

Second, international trading rules and dispute settlement mechanisms ser-
ve as constraints on the economic activities of national governments, producers,
and consumers, and have a significant effect on the economic welfare that is
achieved. Therefore, even when there are apparently no actions that depart from
these rules and mechanisms, the rules and mechanisms nonetheless have
economic implications, and understanding these implications is of fundamental
importance to understanding the meaning and significance of the current system.

Third, international trade rules and dispute-settlement mechanisms are not
set in stone. They are merely institutional frameworks that can be changed at any
time if there is an international consensus to do so. Where there are no interna-
tional disciplines, our position is that international rules should be established. In
searching for new international disciplines, we must have an accurate under-
standing of the implications that possible rules and mechanisms will have on
countries’ economic welfare, and we must make a social choice regarding the
systems that we prefer.

THE NEW ROUND OF WTO NEGOTIATIONS

The Third Ministerial Conference of the WTO was held in Seattle at the
end of 1999. The Conference was unfortunately unable to launch a new round of
multilateral trade negotiations because of differing national positions on the
framework and agenda for negotiations. Trade liberalization negotiations are of-
ten likened to a bicycle: unless one keeps pedalling, it’s difficult to maintain
even the status quo. For the past half-century the countries of the world have
been able to achieve economic growth without resorting to the “beggar-thy-
neighbour” policies of the 1930s. We must not forget that this was only possible
because of the cumulative accomplishments of successive negotiation rounds. In
January 2001, the General Council of the WTO decided to hold the next ministe-
rial conference in Doha, Qatar, and preparations for the conference have com-
menced. There are strong expectations that this conference will play an impor-
tant role in the further liberalization of trade and investment by setting the stage
for the early initiation of a new round of the broad-based negotiations. Japan and
other countries and regions will need to make positive, forward-looking efforts
to achieve this.
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The new round represents an excellent opportunity to make social choices
on appropriate systems and institutions in light of accurate analyses of condi-
tions. Negotiations always involve compromise, but the design of the new rules
should obviously be based on correct economic analysis. We must design a fair
game and encourage fair play.

N Part I of this report, we point out the problems of trade      policies
and measures in our major trading partners based on “rule-based cri-
teria”. Below we clarify the scope of categories and indicate which
countries are included as “major trading partners”.

In Part II, we discuss issues in several related areas: 1) accessions (China,
Taiwan, and Russia); 2) launch and coverage of the new round; 3) international
trade in genetically modified organisms (GMO); and 4) state-of-play of the dis-
cussions on electronic commerce.

PRINCIPAL PROBLEMS
OF TRADE POLICIES AND MEASURES

This report covers issues regarding trade policies and measures regarding
two principles, and in thirteen areas, categorized as follows:

•  Most-Favoured-Nation Treatment Principle

•  National Treatment Principle

•  Quantitative Restrictions

•  Tariffs

•  Anti-Dumping Measures

•  Subsidies and Countervailing Measures

•  Safeguards

•  Trade-Related Investment Measures

•  Rules of Origin

I
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•  Standards and Conformity Assessment Systems

•  Trade in Services

•  Protection of Intellectual Property

•  Government Procurement

•  Unilateral Measures

•  Regional Integration

Problems regarding agricultural products are referred to in related chapters
(Quantitative Restrictions, Subsidies and Countervailing Measures, and Stan-
dards and Conformity Assessment Systems). Issues regarding excessive extrater-
ritorial application of competition law are dealt with in Chapter 14 (Unilateral
Measures).

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING “MAJOR TRADING PARTNERS”

The purpose of this report is not to criticize particular trading partners, but
rather to conduct an objective analysis of issues regarding trade policies and
practices of Japan’s trading partners. In selecting the 12 trading partners to be
investigated, we have adopted neutral criteria based on the total amount of bilat-
eral trade flow (export and import) between Japan and the trading partner. In
2000, Japan’s largest trading partners, in descending order, were: the United
States, the European Union, China, Taiwan, the Republic of Korea, Hong Kong,
Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, and Indonesia. Since this report adopts the WTO
and other international agreements as the relevant “rule-based criteria”, China
and Taiwan are excluded from consideration because they are not WTO Mem-
bers. Instead, we review the trade policies and measures of Australia and the
Philippines,, Japan’s 11th- and 12th-largest trading partners. We also review those
of Canada and India, Japan's 15th- and 24th-largest trading partners.

In addition to examining the above WTO trading partners, we also point out
certain issues that are important in terms of WTO consistency and their impact
on Japanese economic activities.

Finally, this report is not an all-inclusive list of problems concerning the
trade policies of various countries. Rather, it deals with those issues that are very
important to Japan.
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We also discuss in Part II some issues that need to be dealt with should
China (Japan’s third-largest trade partner) and Taiwan (fourth- largest) join the
WTO. We do so in light of the pending accession to the WTO and the importan-
ce to the Japanese economy of these two economies. For similar reasons, we ex-
amine some issues concerning Russia (23rd-largest) as well.

Note: Consistent with the usage in the WTO Agreement, the terms “country” or
“countries” in this report should be understood to include any separate customs
territory Member of the WTO, as well as any such territory applying for acces-
sion to the WTO.
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